Moving code to the cloud – it’s easier than you
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Class Summary
Discusses the benefits of the cloud for software developers and looks at a
concrete example of moving desktop functionality to the cloud.
We will look at issues related to architecture of software destined for the
cloud.
We will compare commercial cloud offerings such as Amazon Web
Services and Windows Azure, and will take an look a several client-side
environments for consuming this data, such as AutoCAD, Unity3D,
Android, iOS and HTML5.
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Learning Objectives
At the end of this class, you will be able to:
 Apply best practices for architecture of cloud-based software
components
 Select an appropriate cloud-hosting provider
 Create a simple web-service and deploy it to the cloud
 Consume a cloud-based web-service from a variety of client
environments
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First, a word from Scott Adams

http://dilbert.com/strips/comic/2012-10-21
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Why all this talk of “the cloud”?
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The Latest Technological Shift


We used to depend on centralized computing resources


The mainframe era gave way to personal computing
 Moore’s Law led to huge performance gains over decades
 Autodesk rode this wave


The next shift is to the cloud





Centralized infrastructure is becoming more dependable
The benefits of “infinite computing” are compelling
 In terms of scalability and cost
Mobile computing driving the need for low-powered devices
The world is really becoming heterogeneous, device-wise
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Moving Code To The Cloud Can Make Sense


Performance




Scalability




As your requirements scale, so does your resource consumption and cost

Reliability




Access to greater “compute” resources

Despite mediatized outages, cloud providers are pretty reliable and improving

Low cost


It’s much cheaper to rent CPUs in the cloud than purchase/manage servers
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When Would You Choose To Do So?


Computation-intensive




Collaboration




Implementing social or connected features would be very hard otherwise

Frequent change




Number-crunching that needs a lot of compute power

Updating a cloud app is simpler, although comes with greater responsibility

Large data sets


Having access to cloud-hosted data can be very important
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Additional Benefits


Customer intimacy




Technology abstraction




You have much better information about who is using your service

Can broaden access to arcane implementations: FORTRAN 77 on iOS?

Device support


As mentioned earlier, moving to the cloud broadens application reach
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Today’s Example


Today’s example will show moving a core algorithm to the cloud


Apollonian gasket (2D) and Apollonian packing (3D)
 Generates a list of contained circles or spheres
 Written in F#
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Choosing a cloud hosting provider
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A lot depends on what you’re after


Autodesk is a heavy user of Amazon Web Services





AWS’s early popularity was largely due to its focus on IaaS





Longer-term AWS may provide the best choice for Autodesk users/partners
Co-location with data, etc.

Infrastructure-as-a-Service: you rent machines in the cloud
Shifting from local servers to the cloud was very easy

Microsoft is aggressively targeting SMBs with Windows Azure



Started with PaaS (Platform-as-a-Service), but more recently IaaS, too
 Amazon is competing with more PaaS offerings
Code is hosted on machine instances, but abstracted behind “roles”
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For this example we’re using Azure


Great integration with Visual Studio, free with MSDN subscription




ADN has various guides covering AWS, etc.




That’s not to say it’s better for everyone

Check out their Cloud & Mobile DevBlog

Also worth looking at Google App Engine



Even greater abstraction that Azure: good for highly granular, scalable tasks
Recommended class tomorrow at 8am


CP2568 – PaaSt the Desktop: Implementing Cloud-Based Productivity Solutions with the
AutoCAD® ObjectARX® API
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Architecting for the cloud
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Decisions, Decisions


What is your core business logic?





What kind of data needs to be transferred?





Algorithms that are application- and device-independent
Moving these out increases flexibility and platform independence

Consider how best to optimize the transfer
 Work with data already in the cloud or just transfer what’s needed
Are you calculating/generating data or can you use a DB/caching?

Do you need to support offline working?


Some kind of local cache or processing capability may be needed
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Decisions, Decisions


How do you want to expose your services?


SOAP gradually being phased out in favor of RESTful web services
 Mostly this means HTTP and JSON (more on this later)
 If authentication needed, consider OAuth compatibility (e.g. via DotNetOpenAuth)


Which technology stack do you want to go with?





Microsoft gives you a rich experience
Linux can be bring considerable efficiencies (cost and performance)

If using Microsoft, the main choices are WCF and ASP.NET Web API



We’ll go with ASP.NET Web API for today’s example
Check the ADN DevBlog for more info on WCF
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Considering Cloud Costs


Costs can vary considerably depending on what you provision





Cost scales quickly with instance size




The cloud brings scalability, but this also applies to costs
Investing in tools to monitor and up-/down-scale instances can be beneficial

Consider opportunities to reduce by instance size by caching results
 Data storage is relatively cheap: consider using a database

Online calculators can help (but be sure to monitor actual costs)



Azure: http://www.windowsazure.com/pricing
AWS: http://aws.amazon.com/calculator
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The Problem


Our business logic





AutoCAD-resident F# code generates Apollonian Gaskets & Packings
Originally C++ version (for 3D) provided by a math professor in Zurich

We want to put it behind a simple, unsecured RESTful web-service




Can be used to query 2D Apollonian Gaskets
 http://apollonian.cloudapp.net/api/circles/2/2
 Returns circle definitions via JSON
Can be used to query 3D Apollonian Packings
 http://apollonian.cloudapp.net/api/spheres/2/2
 Returns sphere definitions via JSON
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But First, Let’s See it in Action


The existing AutoCAD application
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Building a simple web-service
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Our Technology Stack


ASP.NET MVC 4





Built against .NET 4.0 (Azure does now support 4.5)




The latest Microsoft technology for defining and hosting web-sites/-services
MVC – Model-View-Controller
 Common architectural pattern for separating core data from UI and
interactions
 Not especially relevant for us: we’re using it for its Web API

Using project template in Visual Studio 2012

Hosted on Windows Server 2008 (I think!)
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Getting Started


Make sure you have…


Visual Studio 2012
 Windows Azure SDK
 ASP.NET MVC 4


Most installed via…




http://asp.net/downloads
Web Platform Installer
Installs VS Express, too
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Visual Studio 2012 Project Template


Online template
Search for “F# C# MVC 4”
 Requires download
 And installation




Then it can be used




Selecting WebApi project
To create the skeleton
Needs modest changes
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Testing the Web-Service Locally


Web-site launched via debugger




Append service parameters to URL
 /api/circles/2/2
 /api/spheres/2/2

Should be ready to post
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Preparing to Publish to Azure


Firstly we need to add a deployment project



Creates a new project in our solution



A few parameters to configure



Then ready to “Publish…”
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Publishing Settings


Project context menu






Select “Publish…”
Sign in to subscription
Download credentials

Modify settings


And advanced settings
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The Publish Process


Finally hit the Publish button…



Ready to test at http://apollonian2.cloudapp.net
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Windows Azure Management Console


To check the web-service’s status



http://windows.azure.com
Also provides cost/billing info
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Calling our web-service from anywhere*

* AutoCAD, Android, iOS, WinRT, HTML5 & Unity 3D
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Calling the Web-Service From AutoCAD


Now that we have our web-service, we can rip out the F# code




Could also choose to leave a local capability for offline use

Otherwise the behaviour is the same
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Supporting Multiple Platforms


We could talk all day about the options for multiple platform support


Native apps on each platform
 Cross-platform toolkits
 HTML5


If you’re interested in the topic, come along to the round-table





Right after this session, 3:30-5pm
CP4342-R – Cloud and mobile developer round-table)

Right now we’ll see native apps on Android, iOS & WinRT



As well as one cross-platform toolkit (Unity3D) and HTML5 (via WebGL)
Focus on 3D data, as it’s prettier
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Apollonian Viewer for Android


Android stack is based on Java




Development environment is Eclipse




Very familiar for a C# developer

At times confusing but some nice features
 e.g. warnings for unused namespaces

3D object library chosen was Rajawali




Layer on top of OpenGL ES 2.0
Open Source & direct support from the developer
Very nice results
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Apollonian Viewer for iOS


iOS means Objective-C





Development environment is Xcode




Very confusing syntax at first
In many ways a powerful language
Again, confusing and at times arcane

3D object library chosen was iSGL3D




Another layer on top of OpenGL ES 2.0
Reasonably easy to implement
 Some pain around creating a universal library
Found it trickier to get good visual results
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Apollonian Viewer for WinRT


DirectX typically means C++ on WinRT




Development environment was VS 2012




Absolutely no problem, of course

Could not find a 3D object library




Used SharpDX to bridge from C#

Got down & dirty with pixel/vertex shaders

Beautiful results, worth the effort


Aesthetically and performance-wise

[I’m holding a WinRT-specific session tomorrow…]
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Apollonian Viewer for HTML5


HTML5 means JavaScript




Development environment is Notepad ;-)






I actually used Visual Studio
The tooling is getting much better
All major browsers have decent debugging

Biggest hurdle around cross-site scripting




Not my favourite language, but hey

Some work needed on both client & server side

3D object library chosen was Three.js



Uses WebGL, so no support in IE
Excellent framework, great results
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Viewing an Apollonian Packing in a Unity3D Scene


Unity3D is one of many cross-platform toolkits




Excellent platform support




Can target several for free

Supports JavaScript and C#




Very much focused on 3D

Uses of Mono for C# where needed

Excellent results


Well worth considering for 3D viewing apps
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Summary


Extracted some F# code from an AutoCAD application
 Placed it behind a web-service implemented using ASP.NET MVC4
 Published the web-service to Windows Azure
 Modified the AutoCAD client to call the web-service
 Saw how we could also use the data from…






Native apps: Android, iOS, WinRT
Web apps: HTML5 & WebGL
Cross-platform apps: Unity3D

Want to continue the discussion? Come along to the round-table!
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